Troubleshoot Guide
1. Ads not getting approved
If your ads are not approved that means they violate Facebook's t's & c's and you will
need to remake your ads. For detailed instructions on this watch Week Four. Typically
Facebook will tell you the reason your ad is being disapproved, so delete the ad,
make an edit and then try again.

2. Ads not getting impressions
If your ads are not getting impressions then it could mean that your audience is too
small, or that your daily budget is too low, or that your ads have not been running for
long enough. Ensure your audience size is at least 20,000, your daily budget is at
least $10, and that your ads have been running for at least 24 hours. No/low
impressions can also be a result of a low bid. Ensure your bid is set to ‘Auto’.

3. No/Low Click Through Rate all (CTR All)
If you CTR All is low (less than 4%) it may be a creative issue. Ensure you have
tested 2-4 creatives (Images/Videos). If you have, then it is most likely due to your
above creative headline not being engaging enough. Rewrite your ad using a different
above creative headline. If you have tried multiple above creative headlines and your
CTR All is still below 4%, take a look at your 7 Core Elements Worksheet and ensure
you are using elements that are responding with your demographic.

4. CTR all high, CTR link low
If your CTR All is high (Above 4%) but your CTR Link is low (Below .5%) then there is
a headline-body mismatch. This means you have an engaging headline but are not
doing a good enough job at convincing people to take action in your body text. To fix
this you will need to increase the persuasiveness of your body copy. Use the EPA
copywriting formula cheatsheet and ensure your copy has all 3 elements. Watch
module 4.4 for detailed instructions on this step.
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5. High CTR link but low View Content
If you’re getting a good amount of link clicks (0.5-1.5%) but are getting more than a
20% drop off when Viewing Content, this is a landing page issue. For example, if you
have received 50 link clicks, but only 20 View Content’. Check your landing page load
speed and improve it. High resolution images and videos can slow down landing page
load time so compress your creatives using https://tinypng.com/. Additionally, ensure
your landing page is mobile responsive and fully functioning. If you are sending traffic
to a website, ensure the site has an SSL certificate and security installed.

6. High Cost Per Lead/Add To Cart
If your ads are receiving enough clicks but your landing page is not converting (Below
2%) this is most likely an ad - landing page mismatch. This means people are
expecting one thing when they click on their ad and getting another when they hit your
landing page. First, check your ad and landing page are consistent, and have the
same look/feel. Next, make sure your landing page is simple and not confusing. Try
matching your landing page headline to your ad headline. This is all assuming that
there are no functionality issues with your landing page, and all other benchmarks are
within KPI.
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